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  Simplified, connected communication.























  
  












  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
      
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
  








  Roar Radios is proud to be a family-owned company that's been connecting Aussie businesses for over two decades. Our hands-on approach and radio communication expertise allow us to personalise every client's experience, while our hand-picked solutions in radios, surveillance and tracking aim to link, protect and streamline business.
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  Radios
A successful business requires a robust and reliable communication system in order to thrive. Roar Radios and its reputable industry partners can provide you with an adaptable, scalable and high-quality communication solution tailored to your businesses specific needs & requirements.
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  Surveillance
Safety and security in business is non-negotiable in today’s current climate, regardless of industry. Our highly qualified team and reputable industry partners can provide you with an effective and reliable surveillance solution tailored to your needs.
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  Vehicle & Asset Tracking
If your organisation requires vehicles in order to operate then fleet management tools can significantly enhance the productivity and management of your fleets. Roar Radios provides a range of integrative solutions to maximise fleet efficiency, ensure driver safety and increase operational capability.
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  Rentals
Roar Radios offers flexible plans and a wide range of products to expertly serve both short and long term radio rental requirements and meet your businesses specific needs.
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  Why Roar?























  
  







  



  Basic
Our hands-on approach and radio communication expertise allow us to personalise every client's experience.























  
  







  



  Intermediate
We work with various reputable industry partners to provide targeted and reliable communication solutions for all needs and budgets.























  
  







  



  Advanced
With over 20 years of experience in the radio communications industry, we have the local resources with a global footprint.
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      Clients we’ve worked with.
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  LinkedIn  Email  Phone  Visit  Blog
Got a question? No worries, get in touch with us here.

Roar Radios Head Office
Ground Floor
68 - 72 York Street
South Melbourne
3205, VIC

Free Call 1800 261 633
connecting industries.
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